
KITICH FOREST CAMP’S NEWEST ADVENTURE  

An exclusive under canvas fly camp experience aimed at smaller groups looking for adventure further afield and

unforgettable experiences.

This unique, and versatile lightweight fly camp can be booked as an extension to staying at Kitich Forest Camp . Our fly

camp is the perfect base from which to explore this ancient mountain forest which spans some 900 km² and boasts 8000 ft

(2438m) high peaks rising from the surrounding lowlands and desert floor, showcasing the best of diverse landscapes and

wildlife Kenya has to offer.

Fly camping offers a deeper level of immersion.

The fly camp adventure is designed for one group at a time, with walking guides to host you and access to exploring some of

the most pristine forests and northern wilderness area in Kenya.  

This experience is about privacy, exclusivity and simplicity on safari. 

ABOUT THE  ADVENTURE FLY CAMP 

The  adventure fly camp is portered by donkey or camel and their local Samburu handlers The camp is always set

up for you in a beautiful spot,  depending on the walking route and length days out of walking. At some of the

campsites, there’s a chance to swim in the river,  so have a cool down dip in the fresh mountain air. 

The camp is hosted by our local guides and  a small team of welcoming and experienced camp staff  

The dining table is usually set under a deep shade tree, or sometimes the fly camp is set up on one of the sand

luggas, in the shadow of a hill or cliff .

We have 6 tents with mosquito netting ceilings, to allow for all night star gazing from your safari camp bed.

Safari- style bucket showers

Short drop loos

All designed for minimal environmental impact

Hot water on demand

Mosquito netting tents 

Comfortable camp beds and bedding 

Solar torches and lights 

Delicious and wholesome meals all served alfresco 

Storytime around the camp fire 

Your own dedicated crew 



Revel in a charming nostalgic, old style traditional safari Tented Camp, enjoy genuine Kenyan hospitality with superb

guiding by the local Samburu and Ndorobo, gentle happy people who know these mountains and forest intimately .

At this altitude and in the forest, the temperatures are comfortable and one can be out all day. In the evenings snuggle

under a duvet.

Appreciate the small details that are overlooked whilst driving - learn about the tracks and trails, flora and fauna, hear the

sounds of birdlife and elephant rumbles, echo through the valley.

Engage all of your senses - Awaken your senses and get out of your comfort zone, or just simply give yourself time to

absorb hear your heart pounding as you listen to every rustle and keep a sharp eye on the horizon. 

The only way to explore this remote Biodiverse mountain forest, which are all inaccessible by vehicle, is on foot.

There are over 150 species of butterflies, that is 15 % of the total Kenyan butterfly fauna! 17 of dragonfly and damselfly,

350 different species of birdlife, 35 of these are forest dependent.

Elephants, Leopard, Lion, Giant forest hog, Colobus and Vervets, Bushbuck, De Brazza Monkeys, Warthogs, and

Waterbuck to name a few ... 

Walk through the lush valleys, discover hidden treasures; pockets of spring water rock pools, waterfalls, giant prehistoric

cycad glades verdant groves of fig trees.

Breathe... the fresh air and stretch your legs be in the moment connect with nature. 

Feel safe with these experienced walking guides.

WHY A WALKING SAFARI?

 

Discover this spectacular “Biological Bonanza “ and tropical Mountain Forest 

Why Kitich Forest Camp and Why you should do a walking Safari ?

A unique walking experience in the wild environs of Northern Kenya

 

Kitich Camp is nestled in a valley in The Mathews Range Kitich Forest

 on the upper slopes of the Mathews Mountains , this ancient mountain forest spans some 900 km² and boast 8000 ft

(2438m) high peaks rising from the surrounding lowlands and desert floor.

 

...Days are spent exploring on foot, with several different valley walks & hikes, and some longer walks lower down along the

sand luggas, with overnight flycamps with donkeys and camels used as the pack animals. Walks are guided by Samburu and

Ndorobo, who know these forests intimately and are proud to share their knowledge and bush craft with you, whilst you get

to experience genuine authentic Samburu Culture...


